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Abst ract - -We develop an alternative approach to the construction ofexplicit solutions for linear 
constant coefficient PDE of an arbitrary dimension. It is based upon generalization f classic results in 
the theory of functions of several complex variables and leads to algorithms for symbolic alculations. 
We prove a theorem on the convergence ofseries form solution and discuss an important and fre- 
quent case when the solutions are presented as finite sums. A particular solution for nonhomogeneous 
wave equation is found as an example. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We construct  expl ic it  solutions for l inear constant coefficient part ia l  differential equations. Our  
approach to the problem deals with several complex variables and uses Cauchy operators  to 
replace the PDE with its complex analog. To resolve the later, we make use of the series 
W = ~t=02nWn(z ) ,  which we refer to as holomorphic expansions (HE). It  enables us to 
separate  variables z and 2 and to obta in  closed form solutions for the init ial  equation. The series 
solut ions frequently degenerate to finite sums (finite solutions). 
Wi th  the help of HE various numerical  and theoret ical  results in different parts  of mechanics 
of deformable body  were obtained. The careful considerat ion of the three-dimensional  problem 
of e last ic i ty in the seminal paper  [1] should be mentioned. 
Up to now about  30 papers deal ing with the HE are known. All  the authors are special ists in 
mechanics or engineers. Our art icle is devoted to further e laborat ion and just i f icat ion of the HE 
technique. 
We use the following notation: 
C m - m-dimensional  complex space, 
H (12) - set of functions holomorphic over the 12, 
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We use Cauchy operators 
°q _ /~y  , 
n . . .  dz , .  , 
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(zl, z2 , . . ,  Zm) - point in C m, 
(z2, z3,. •., zm), 
maxlz j l ,  1 <_ j _< m, 
(n~, n2,. . . ,  urn), ~j • N U {0}, 
(n2,n3, . . . ,  nrn) , 
nl  q -n2+'"  Jr nm,  
z~' " Zr~ 2 . . . . .  Zmn .... , 
n l  ! • n2! . . . . .  am!, 
n l~0 rt2~0 nm~O 
g~ ~+i  , if z = x + iy, 
i fz = (q ,z>. . . , zm)  
and n = (n l ,n2 , . . . ,nm) .  
2. EXPL IC IT  SOLUTION FOR THE SECOND-ORDERED 
L INEAR PDE WITH CONSTANT COEFF IC IENTS 
Let us consider the second-ordered constant coefficients PDE 
(OZu 
a-O- ~ - Au  + 2cu = f (x, t),  (1) 
with x = (x l ,x2 , . . . , xm)  E D C R "~ and t E (0, oo). All the coefficients and functions are real 
valued. /3 could be equal to 1, 2, or 0. We think that a is equal to 0 if fl = 0. Equation (1) is 
quite general and contains the wave equation, the heat equation, and the Laplace equation as 
special cases. 
In the domain 
G = {(x ,y , t ,  t l ) :x  e D, y = (yl,Y2,...  , ym-~)  e 01 c R m-2 '  t e (0, oc), tl • (0, c~)} 
equation (1) is equivalent to the system 
O~w 
a- -~T - Aw + 2cw = f ,  
Ow 
=0,  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m-2 ,  (2) 
Oyk 
Ow 
- -0 .  
Or1 
Let us define complex variables Zl = x l + ix2, z2 = x3nUiy l  , . . . , Zm-1  = Xm q- iy rn - -  2 ,  Zm ---- t q - i t l  
and consider G to be a domain in C m. The exchange of real partial differentiation for the Cauchy 
operators and algebraic transformations yield 
/~ad~, W - 2 dzldel W + ~ d2zjW + cW = f ,  
j=2 (a) 
dzj W - d~j W = O, j = 2, . . . , m - 1. 
This system is a complex analog for (2) since the later is satisfied by the real part of W. 
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We assume the function f(x, t) to be analytic. Its Taylor development could be transformed 
to holomorphic expansion 
oo 
f=  E znfn(Z) 
I~1=0 
via regrouping of terms. The domain of convergency for the HE is not necessary a circle. Let it 
coincide with G. 
We will express the solutions of (3) in form of HE 
co 
W = E 5"Wn (z), (4) 
Inl=0 
with unknown coefficients W,(z) E H(G). Substituting (4) in (3) after some algebraic manipu- 
lations we obtain 
oo 
E 2n(q~n(z)-2(nl+l)dz'Wn~+l)=0, 
I~1=0 
oo (5) 
E zn(dz~Wn +(rtj-F 1)Wnj+l  ) =0 .  
Inl=0 
Here k~n(Z) are functions holomorphic in G. They are defined as follows: 
m--1 
~n (z) ~adz,,Wn 2 E ~ = - dzjWn + cWn - fn. 
j=2 
(6) 
Henceforth, we write Wnj+l for Wnl,n2,...,nj_l,nj+l,nj+l ..... nm as a means of compacting the ex- 
pressions. 
To satisfy (5) is sufficient o meet the conditions 
2(nl  + 1) dz~W~+l - ~(z )  = 0, 
dz~Wn -t- (nj + 1) Wnj+l = 0, 
(7) 
(8) 
which enable us to calculate all the coefficients of series (4) starting from an arbitrary func- 
tion Wo E H(G). Really, from (7), we have 
2(nl + 1)dz~Wn~+l,O = q2nl,o(z), 
which is an ordinary differential equation with respect o W~+l,0 and yields 
1 //1 
Wnl+l,0 (z) - -  2 (n  1 -~- 1) ~1,o  (z) dZl + U~ (~). (9) 
Here Unl (~) is an arbitrary function holomorphic in G, which is the projection of G upon subspace 
zl = const and Wn~,o stands for Wn~,~ with all components of ~, equal to 0. 
Equality (9) allows us to rise the first index of Wn as well as the algebraic equations (8) rise the 
others. Following the algorithm we construct all the coefficients in expansion (4) for the formal 
solution of (3). 
REMARK 1. Equations (7) for the value of the second index different from 0 are satisfied auto- 
matically thanks to the (8), which also holds for fn as the function f does not depend neither 
on y nor on tl. 
The presented technique needs mathematical justification. 
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3. PROPERT IES  OF  HOLOMORPHIC  EXPANSIONS 
Considering the sums of holomorphic expansions it is natural  to think of them as restrictions 
of some holomorphic functions of several variables. To make the association clear we state the 
trivial generalizations of two classic theorems. 
STATEMENT 1. Let D = {(z, w) : z E C k, w E C m} be a complete Hartogs domain with the 
planes of symmetry w = O. 
series 
Every function q~(z, w), holomorphic in D is a sum of its Hartogs 
oo  
(I) (z, w) = ~ (I)n (z) w *~, (10) 
I~1 =0 
with the coefficients 
~n (Z)  = 
holomorphic in the projection of D upon C k. 
tiable 
oo 
P q = 
Inl=0 
~w. dn(I ) (z, 0) (11) 
Furthermore, series (10) is term by term differen- 
wn-qdPq n (z )  
- q)! ° (12) 
STATEMENT 2. Let D = {(z,w) : z E f~, w E C k, twjl < Rj(z),  j = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,k} be a complete 
Hartogs domain and let f~ be a domain in C m. Further, let Mj (z) be the best plurisuperharmonic 
majorant for the ln(Rj(z))  over the fL Then the domain b = {(z,w) : z E 12, w ~ C k, IwjI < 
exp(Mj  (z)), j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k} is a holomorphic extension of D. 
These statements can be proved the same way as the corresponding ones for the case of two 
variables. For more details (see [2]). 
Now we are ready to introduce the main definition. In the following considerations, we assume 
that  the domain f~ contains the origin. 
DEFINITION 1. The series 
F (z,2,) = (z)2, n , 
I~1=0 
(13) 
uniformly convergent in ~2 is called a holomorphic expansion of its sum F(z, 2,). 
REMARK 2. We are far from the idea to think of z and 2, as independent variables, but the 
denominat ion F(z, 2,) seems to be adequate. 
To study holomorphic expansions we use the associated function and series 
oo 
q~ (z, w) = ~ F~ (z) w n, (14) 
Inl=0 
w i thzE f~and wECm.  
LEMMA 1. Series (14) associated with the holomorphic expansion (13) converges uniformly in 
some polycircle centered in the origin. 
PROOF. For In I big enough and z E Ur = {z : ]Izll < r} C 12 the inequality IF~(z)l < Iz -~] holds. 
Absolute values of Fn(z) reach their max imum on the skeleton of Ur, where Izj] = r for every j .  
That  in turn implies IF~(z)l < r -in[ for z E Ur according to max imum principle. Considering 
I[zll G p < r and I[wll G p < r we see that  the tail of series (14) is dominated by the convergent 
geometric progression ~-~1~1= 0 (p/r) n. Hence, series (14) converges uniformly in the polycircle 
UpxUp.  I 
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THEOREM 1. If  the function F(z,  2) permits holomorphic expansion over the domain ~ E C m 
then there exist a complete Hartogs domain D C C 2m and a function q~(z, w) E H(D)  with the 
following properties. 
(1) D = {(z, e a ,  = 
(2) V(z, = ¢(z ,  i f  (z, e 
PROOF. Let F(z, 2) have HE over the domain f~. Series (14) converges uniformly on the set 
A = {(z,w) : z e f~, Iwjl _< r j(z)}. Here r j (z)  = max{Izjl,p}, and p is  the radius of the 
polycircle Up C f~. The function ~(z,w) is holomorphic in the interior of A and it can be 
extended to the domain D = {(z,w) : z c f~, twjl < R j (z ) ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m} according to 
the Statement 2. Here ln(Rj (z)) are plurysuperharmonic majorants for ln(rj (z)) and also for 
plurysubharmonic functions In Izjl. The domain D contains the origin and therefore, the strict 
inequality lnRj  (z) > In Izjl holds in f~. The inclusion f~ C A c D also holds and that completes 
the proof. | 
The following properties of HE are the trivial corollaries of the Statement 1 and Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. A holomorphic expansion is term by term differentiable and integrable. 
COROLLARY 2. A function cannot have more than one holomorphic expansion. 
COROLLARY 3. HE coefficients for the function F(z, 2) in (13) are given by the equality 
F~ (z) = n~d~,~ (z, 0). (15) 
The next theorem states the relation between real analytic functions and sums of holomorphic 
expansions. We consider ~t as a domain in the C m and, at the same time, as a domain in the R 2m. 
Consequently, we consider the function F(z, 2) of the m-dimensional complex variable z as a 
function of 2 x m real variables assuming that zk = xk + iyk. 
THEOREM 2. I f  the function F(z, 2) has a holomorphic expansion over ~ then the functions 
Re (F(x, y)) and Im (F(x, y)) are analytic in the same domain. 
PROOF. According to the Theorem 1 the function F(z, 2) is a restriction of holomorphic func- 
tion (I)(z, w) on the set ~. The functions Re (~(z, w)) and Im (~(z, w)) are analytic and their 
restrictions Re (F(x, y)) and Im (F(x, y)) are analytic too. | 
The above theoretical considerations form the background for the steps (4) to (9). We can affirm 
that the sum of uniformly convergent series (4) with the coefficients provided by (8) and (9) is 
an analytic solution for (3). The real part of that sum is an analytic solution for (1). 
4. CONVERGENCE OF  HE SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we investigate series (4) with the terms provided by (8) and (9). Here and then 
we only consider the case Unl = 0. The generalization is routine. 
As soon as we complexify the domain G the function f (x , t )  transforms into f (z ,  2). The 
associated function (14) is f (z ,  w) and the HE coefficients for f are given by (15). In the next 
theorem, we consider these coefficients and f (z ,  w) to be known. 
u nl R[v]+2nl +2 THEOREM 3. Let GI c G be a compact. I f  Idcd~lf(z,O)[ < and [d~Wo(z)[ < Rl'l 
for all values of exponents and every z C Gr, then (4) converges uniformly in G1 and the sum is 
a classic solution for (3). 
PROOF. For z E G1 holds [z[ < L = coast. We assume L > 1 and R > 1. For any nl (15) yields 
]fn~.01 = [(1/nl!)dm~f(z,O)[ < (1/nl!)R 2n~+2. The following inequality is a direct conclusions 
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from (9): 
zl( m l ) 
= /~ad¢ Wo,o - 2 E '+~ vvo,o + cdcWo,o - dcfo,o dz~ 
j=2 
< LRI I+  (IZ I + 2.+ + - 3). 
By the same arguments and an evident inequality 1 < L (I/~al + 2m + ]c I - 3), we obtain 
and finally come to 
Id~W2,ol < ~RIVI+4L 2 (IBal ÷ 2m ÷ Ic I - 3) 2 
Id~Wn,,ol < 1----Rlvl+2n'Lnt (If~a] + 2m + Icl - 3) n~ 
nl! 
Now, from (8), we conclude Wnl,~ = (1/,i)d~W,+~,o and the estimate 
A RIv]+ 2nl Lnt [Wnl < n! (lflal + lel + 2m - 3) n' 
holds for z E GI, It yields the uniform convergence of (4) in GI. To finish the proof, we apply 
the corollaries from the Section 2. | 
The restrictions imposed on W0 and f are not too hard. They hold, for example for the 
functions increasing slower then the exponential one. 
5. F IN ITE  SOLUTIONS 
For equation (1) with c = 0 the functions qZn(Z) transforms in 
m-1 
~n (Z) --~ ~adzmWn - 2 E d2zj Wn - fn. 
j=2 
Suppose W0 = F(zl)P(~) and P(¢) is a polynomial. If there is only finite number of nonzero 
terms in the expansion of f and all of them are polynomials with respect o ~, then we conclude 
that kOnl,O(Z ) - 0 for nl > N, which is big enough. This in turn implies Wnl,0 - 0 for nl > N 
and Wn - 0 for Inl big enough. It means, that the solution HE degenerates to the finite sum, 
which we call finite solution. 
There exist a number of direct methods for finding finite solutions to PDE [3,4]. To use any of 
them one should "divine" the form of desired solution. For example, to construct a polynomial 
solution we substitute a polynomial with unknown coefficients into the PDE and resolve a corre- 
spondent system of algebraic equations with respect o that unknowns. Our approach is of the 
same type. The initial function W0 defines the form of solution and formulas (8) and (9) resolve 
explicitly the above-mentioned quation system. 
The strict relation between holomorphic function W0 and PDE solution leads to some evident 
conclusions. For example, any polynomial solution of (3) with f. = 0 is represented by HE, 
and therefore, could be constructed via (8),(9) starting with a polynomial W0 and finite number 
of polynomials Un,. The HE representation is unique so different (linear independent) collec- 
tions W0, Unl lead to different (linear independent) solutions of (3). This way we construct a 
basis for the space of polynomial solutions for (3) and a complete system for polynomial solutions 
to (1). The result could be compared with [4]. 
The sets of particular solutions for homogeneous PDE could be used in numerical procedures 
or for finding explicit solutions to variable coefficient PDE via B~cklund transformations. Also, 
attractive is a possibility of finding particular solutions for nonhomogeneous equations. 
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First of all, we should construct a complex valued function with the real or imaginary part 
equal to the right-hand side of equation (1). The HE of that function should be finite. 
The first and sometimes the simplest way is to exchange the real variables for the complex ones 
and to use formula (15). Unfortunately, that does not assure the finiteness of the HE. We have 
some additional possibilities when the right side of the equation has an harmonic factor. Let us 
follow with a concrete problem. 
PROBLEM. Find a particular solution for the equation 
02u 02u 02u 
Ùt 2 Ox 2 OT  - f (x, y, t), 
with 
/ = 2 +  2)x/2 - + t2. 
SOLUTION. We can easily verify that the right side is a product of harmonic function by t 2. 
By well-known procedure we reconstruct a holomorphic function 4z -1/2 with the imaginary 
part equal to the mentioned harmonic factor. Multiplying by (~- + ~)2/4 we obtain F(z ,  ~-) = 
Z-1/2(T + ~)2. The imaginary part of F(z ,  T) is equal to f (x ,  y, t). The complex variables are: 
z = x ÷ iy, T = t ÷ it1. The complex analog for our equation is 
- d j zW)  = F (z ,v ) ,  
d,-W - d~W = O. 
The holomorphic expansion for F(z ,  T) is finite. Applying (8) and (9) along with W0,0 - 0 we 
come to 
W~--~ z l /2~w2-z l /22T~- l z l /2~'~2-1z3 /222"3  
The imaginary part of W 
u = 18-1/2 ((x 2 + y2)1/2 _ x)1/2 ( x2 + y2)1/2 (6t2 + x2 + y2) 
is a solution of the given problem in R 3 save and except he origin. We could take any holomorphic 
Wo,o = F (z l )P (~)  and obtain a family of particular solutions. 
Some advantage of the presented method for the construction of finite solutions are the follow- 
ing. 
1. One has an opportunity to construct a solution with desirable characteristics (polyno- 
mial, trigonometric, with certain type of singularities, etc.). The only difference in the 
corresponding procedures i the form of the function Wo. 
2. There exist a direct relation between Wo and PDE solution. No need to resolve any system 
of algebraic or differential equations. 
3. The strict relation between holomorphic functions and PDE solutions alleviates the inves- 
tigation of the solutions pace. 
4. The method is very simple for the realization in the systems of symbolic calculations. 
The method has at least one weak point. All finite solutions are polynomial with respect o ~. 
Unfortunately, that is not remediable. However, we have various opportunities to complexity 
the domain of the equation and obtain solutions which are not polynomial with respect o the 
variables we want. 
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